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Welcome to the RocketLearn 2022 Summer School
Welcome to the RocketLearn Summer School!
For two weeks over the summer holiday, you will have lots of exciting activities to try
out and enjoy. There will be English and Maths to keep your brain ticking over, PE
challenges, and wellbeing tasks! You will be able to watch videos, complete the tasks
in this booklet, join in with our online quizzes and enter competitions. There will be
certificates, prizes... and a A LOT of terrible jokes thrown in for good measure :)
You can find the broadcasts by typing in the weblink at the beginning of each daily
activity in this book, or, visit www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer-school-2022
The broadcasts will show you exactly how to complete the activities for that day. If
the BRONZE activities are too easy, you can try the SILVER or GOLD activities and
broadcasts. Ask your grown up for the other booklets.
You should complete the tasks in this booklet in order when you have watched the
broadcast. The tasks should take no more than 20/30 minutes per subject. If it's
taking you longer, you are allowed to stop! If you'd like to take extra time, for example
when completing some of the projects or challenges - then you can, of course, do
this. We'd love to see as many competition entries as possible!
So enjoy our programme - we're REALLY looking forward to working with you!

Wellbeing with Esther Jones
www.rocketlearn.co.uk/wellbeing

Managing your thinking can have a real positive impact on your life. Your
brain needs training just like your body to help you achieve your best. These
sessions will really get you thinking- great for all the family.
Week A

Week B

Day One: How do I see the world?
We will introduce the idea that we all see things
differently, even though we are looking at the same
things.

Day One: What do you think about you?
We develop our understanding of self-esteem and
introduce the idea that self-esteem needs to be
charged, just like a phone or an iPad.

Day Two: Beliefs v Facts
This session will show how different facts can help
support different beliefs and how a belief is
different to a fact.

Day Two: How do I stop worrying what other
people think?
We will be encouraging you to see that most
people are too busy worrying about themselves to
be judging others.

Day Three: Understanding your power
Today we will look at power and explain the
difference between an external and internal sense
of power.
Day Four: Managing your Imagination
We explore how your imagination can influence
fears, emotions and actions, and we have SO much
control over our imagination.
Day Five: Thinking to help you
We recap on the week’s activities and encourage
you to start practising the concepts we have
covered in order to help them have a stronger,
positive outlook on life.

Day Three: Changing dramatic language
This session will focus on the language we use and
how it has a lot of power to change how we see
and experience the world.
Day Four: Don’t be so hard on yourself
We explore how holding ourselves to very high
standards can be really hard and how important it is
to give ourselves a break.
Day Five: Thinking to help you
This final session will recap the two week’s
activities and encourage you to start building these
new really healthy habits to help you really enjoy
life!

PE Challenges with Stuart Owen
www.rocketlearn.co.uk/PEchallenges

Brought to you by PEchallenges.com,
these short daily videos will test your
skills in a range of sports - from
cricket to football to bottle flipping
to juggling! Challenge yourself to
see how hard you can make the tasks
or beat your high score.

Mathematics - Week A, Day 1. Rounding.
Target: To round numbers to the required degree of accuracy
Key information to help you answer today's questions:
If rounding
To the nearest 10, look at the units
column.

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2022gold-maths

To the nearest 100, look at 10s
column.
To the nearest 1000, look at the
100s column and so on.

5 or more, round up.
Less than 5, round down.

Example
Round 358 472 to the nearest:
10
358 470
1000
358 000
10 000
360 000
100 000
400 000

Getting started... Round to the nearest:

(1) 3276 = ______

(5) 22 290 = ______

(2) 4853 = ______

(6) 79 917 = ______

(3) 11 308 = ______

(7) 51 884 = ______

(4) 59 762 = ______

(8) 116 452 = ______

Mathematics - Week A, Day 1. Rounding.
In the zone... Round to the nearest:

(10) 409 045= ______
(11) 3 730 498 = ______
(12) 1 027 521 = ______

(13) 4 248 038 = ______

10 000

1000
Core

(9) 181 683 = ______

Stretch

(14) 2 727 416 = ______
(15) 6 070 350 = ______
(16) 9 303 456 = ______

Genius level... Round to the nearest:

(18) 561 947 = ______
(19) 819 653 = ______
(20) 953 270 = ______

1 000 000

100 000

(17) 905 360 = ______

(21) 1 683 000 = ______
(22) 5 461 750 = ______
(23) 2 839 067 = ______
(24) 7 954 003 = ______
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Mathematics
- Week A, Day 2. Negative Numbers.
Target: To use negative numbers and calculate intervals across zero
Example

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2022gold-maths

The temperature is 3°C. It falls
6°C. What is the new
temperature?
Answer: -3°C.

Negative numbers
Below zero
Have a minus sign

°C

Positive numbers
Above zero

°C

Getting started... Copy and complete.

In the zone... Find the temperature which is:

(1) -4 -3 -2 ____ ____ ____ 2

(6) 5°C more that -2°C: ______

(2) 6 4 2 0 ____ ____ ____

(7) 7°C less than 2°C: ______

(3) -12 -9 -6 -3 ____. ____. ____

(8) 9°C less than 0°C: ______

(4) -15. ____ -5 ____ 5 ____

(9) 12°C less than 4°C: ______

(5) ____ ____ ____ 2 5 8

(10) 6°C less than -5°C: ______

Mathematics - Week A, Day 2. Negative numbers.

Genius level... Use the number line on the scoreboard below to answer the following questions

(11) What temperatures are shown by the letters (A) _____ (B) _____ (C) _____ (D) _____ (E) _____

(12) Give the difference in temperature between (a) C and D: ______ (b) A and E ______

(13) What would the temperature be if it was:

(a) At A and rose 24°C: _______ (b) At D and fell by 30°C: _______ (c) At C and fell by 18°C: _______

(d) At B and rose by 32°C: _______

Well done! You have completed all the
maths for Day 4! Make sure that you:
Mark your work. A kind grown-up may
do this for you! The answers are in the
grown-up's booklet. Also, have a go at
today's quiz.
Take a look at the other activities there's some great fun to be had here!

Mathematics - Week A, Day 3. Magic Squares.
Target: To solve number puzzles involving the addition and subtraction of positive and negative numbers

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2022gold-maths

In a magic square
the sum of each
row, column and
diagonal is the
same.

-7 2 -1
4 -2 -8
-3 -6 3

Example
Row
4 + -2 + -8 = -6
Column 2 + -2 + -6 = -6
Diagonal 3 + -2 + -7 = -6

Getting started... Copy and complete the following magic squares
(1)

11
14
17 6

(2)

26
(3)

32 17 20

25
18
17

11

Mathematics - Week A, Day 3. Magic Squares.
In the zone... Copy and complete the following magic squares
(4)

(5)

1
-4 3 -2

-5
4
1

5

Genius level... Write the answers only

(6)

(8)

-1

-2
5
6

-2
-5

3

(7)

8

-7 8
1
-6
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Mathematics - Week A, Day 4. Long Multiplication.
Target: To use a formal written method for long multiplication

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2022gold-maths

Getting started... Copy and complete
(1)

6 8
x
1 3
-----------

-----------

In the zone...
Work out

(68 x 3)
(68 x 10)

(3) 438 x 17: ____________________________________

----------Work out

(4) 4359 x 37: ___________________________________

(2) 63 x 42: ______________________

(5) 7169 x 48: ___________________________________

Mathematics - Week A, Day 4. Long multiplication.

Genius level... Work out

(8) One can weighs 387 g. There are 36 cans in a box.
What is the total wight of 25 boxes in kilograms?
(6) 24 135 x 28: ____________________

(7) 42186 x 34: ____________________

Well done! You have completed all the
maths for Day 2! Make sure that you:
Mark your work. A kind grown-up may
do this for you! The answers are in the
grown-up's booklet. Also, have a go at
today's quiz.
Take a look at the other activities there's some great fun to be had here!

Mathematics - Week A, Day 5. Round up and online quiz

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2022gold-maths

We'll be recapping everything that you have learned this week.
Once the lesson broadcast is complete, use the link or QR code
above to access and complete the end of week quiz!
... score 10-14 and we will email you a bronze certificate
... score 15-17 and it will be silver
... and 18-20 and you'll receive a gold one!

Mathematics - Week B, Day 1. Finding the mean.
Target: To calculate the mean of a set of data.

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2022gold-maths

Getting started... Find the mean for each set of data
(1) Football matches 8
Total goals 40
Mean goals per game: _______________________________
(2) Dogs 3
Total weight 21 kg
Mean weight per dog: ________________________________
(3) Restaurant tables 10
Diners 25
Mean diners per table: ________________________________
(4) Library users 12
Books borrowed 36
Mean books borrowed per person: _____________________
(5) Swimming lessons 5
Total lengths 100
Mean lengths per lesson: _____________________________

The mean or average of a set of
data is the total divided by the
number of items in the set.
Example
The number of hours worked by a
plumber each day:
11, 8, 5, 9, 6, 10, 7, 9, 4, 6
Total hours: 75
Number of days: 10
Mean: 7.5 hours (75 ÷ 10)

Mathematics - Week B, Day 1. Finding the mean.
In the zone... Find the mean
(6) Flights 5
Total distance 12 000 km
Mean distance per flight ________________________________
(7) Cars 100
Passengers 280
Mean number of passengers per car _____________________
Find the total
(8) Trees 3
Mean number of apples 269
Total number of apples ________________________________
Find the number of items
(9) Train passengers.
Total 720
Mean number of passengers per train 180
Total number of trains __________________________________

Genius level... Find the number of items
(10) Time per page (minutes)
Total 57
Mean 1.9
Total number of pages _________________________________

(11) Takings per customer
Total £2.85
Mean 57p
Total number of customers _____________________________
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Mathematics - Week B, Day 2. Arithmagons.
Target: To solve number puzzles involving addition and subtraction
Key information to help you answer today's questions:
In these triangular
arithmagons, the pair at each
side are added together to give
the number between them.
Example

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2022gold-maths

11
31
20

29
38

18

Getting started... Find the missing numbers in these arithmagons
-1-

-2-

22

16

-3-

36
31

26
35

20

27

21

Mathematics - Week B, Day 2. Arithmagons.
In the zone...
-5-

-6-

47

43

61

52

42
53

Core
Genius level...

Stretch

-7-

-8-

63

98
81

75

62
91
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Mathematics - Week B, Day 3. Ratio and proportion.
Target: To solve problems involving ratio and proportion.

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2022gold-maths

Ratio compares part to part
Proportion compares part to whole
Example 1
A necklace is made using this
pattern of beads.

Example 2
In a supermarket 2 large packets of cereal
are put on the shelves for every 5 small
packets. 40 small packets are put out. How
many large packets are put on the shelves?
Find the ration of small to large packets
5:2
Find out how many groups of 5 packets
40 ÷ 5 = 8

Ratio of green to red beads 7:3
Proportion of green beads 7/10
Proportion of red beads 3/10

Getting started...

-1- Write the ratio of green to
black beads:

____________________________
-2- Write is the proportion of
the beads which is green.

____________________________
-3- If there are 20 green beads,
how many black beads are
there?

____________________________

Use this number to work out the number of
large packets put out onto the shelves
8 x 2 = 16 packets

In the zone...
-4- A bridge is 48m tall. A scale model of the
bridge is 37cm long and 12cm tall. How long is the
actual bridge?

______________________________________________
-5- In a cake recipe the ratio of dried fruit to nuts is
3:2. What quantity of dried fruit is required if 90 g of
nuts is used?

______________________________________________
-6- A car uses £8 worth of petrol for every 100km it
travels. What is the cost of the petrol used to travel
70km?

______________________________________________

Mathematics - Week B, Day 3. Ratio and proportion.

Genius level... Copy and complete
-7- In a vote in the House of Commons, 7 in 12 Members of Parliament vote for a
change in the law. Altogether, 564 MPs vote. How many voted to change the law?

_____________________________________________________________________________
-8- In a library, the ratio of fiction to non-fiction books is 6:5. The library has 2750
books. How many are fiction?

_____________________________________________________________________________
-9- One kilogram of steak costs £9.60. What is the cost of:

(a) 800 g ____________________________________________________________________

(b) 275 g -------------------------------------------------------

Well done! You have completed all the
maths for Day 3! Make sure that you:
Mark your work. A kind grown-up
may do this for you! The answers
are in the grown-up's booklet. Also,
have a go at today's quiz.
Take a look at the other activities there's some great fun to be had
here!

Mathematics - Week B, Day 4. Equations.

Target: To find pairs of numbers that satisfy number sentences involving two unknowns.
Examples

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2022gold-maths

Find both possible solutions.
4x + 3y = 23
Possible solutions
x = 2, y = 5
x = 5, y = 1

Getting started... Find all possible solutions
-1-

-2-

-3-

x+y=4

x + 3y = 8

2x + y = 7

x = 1, y = ______

x = 2, y = ______

x = 3, y = ______

x = ______, y = 2

x= ______, y = ______

x = ______, y = 5

x = ______, y = ______

x = ______, y = ______

In the zone... Find both possible solutions
-4-

-5-

3x + 4y = 30

5s + 3t = 34

Mathematics - Week 2, Day 4. Reflections.

Genius level... Find two possible solutions
-6-

-7-

6p - 5q = 19

7g - 4h = 15

Well done! You have completed all the
maths for Day 4! Make sure that you:
Mark your work. A kind grown-up may
do this for you! The answers are in the
grown-up's booklet. Also, have a go at
today's quiz.
Take a look at the other activities there's some great fun to be had here!

Mathematics - Week B, Day 5. Round up and online quiz

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2022gold-maths

We'll be recapping everything that you have learned this week.
Once the lesson broadcast is complete, use the link or QR code
above to access and complete the end of week quiz!
... score 10-14 and we will email you a bronze certificate
... score 15-17 and it will be silver
... and 18-20 and you'll receive a gold one!

English - Week A, Day 1. Reading is awesome!
Target: To discover a world of books for FREE!

www.rocketlearn.co.uk
/Summer2022-english

There are lots of reasons why reading
regularly is a good thing. It can be hugely
enjoyable; it can boost your knowledge
and understanding; it improves memory
and extends your vocabulary (the amount
of words you know). It can reduce stress
and develop your communication skills!

In today's video, we're going to be learning how to access a whole world of literature
for FREE! This is because the copyright on books only lasts for 70 years after the
death of an author. This means that you can read electronic versions of classic
children's books (such as Alice in Wonderland, Peter Pan, Oliver Twist and The Jungle
Book) at no cost! We'll be learning how to use Project Gutenberg and Amazon Kindle
Accounts to do this (and you don't even need a Kindle device!)
We'll also be discussing libraries and how you can use them to borrow and read real
books for free. Libraries will also order in books for you that you would like to read and this is also FREE of charge!

English - Week A, Day 2. Choosing the right book for you.
Target: To discover the perfect book from the wonderful world of books

www.rocketlearn.co.uk
/Summer2022-english

Do you love to read or are you beginning to
find your way into the world of books? Do
you prefer particular genres, or perhaps
non-fiction rather than fiction? Today's video
is going to provide you with lots of top-tips
to help you find perfect books to keep you
entertained over the long summer break!

English - Week A, Day 3. Interview with an Author.
Target: To learn top story writing tips and how to become an author!

www.rocketlearn.co.uk
/Summer2022-english

Today's video is an interview with brilliant
author, Thomas Taylor, the genius behind
the fabulous Malamander. We'll be
discovering some top-tips for writing
brilliant stories, discovering what you need
to do to become a famous author and
finding out some secrets about what
Thomas is planning next!

English - Week A, Day 4. Using your local library
Target: To join and use your local library

www.rocketlearn.co.uk
/Summer2022-english

Libraries are amazing places! Not only can
you find, borrow and read books, but you
can get expert advice to help you choose
the right book for you. Many libraries also
run exciting events during the school
holidays. And the best bit? Libraries are
completely FREE! Today's video will help
you find out more and show you how to
join and use your local library.

English - Week A, Day 5. Reading for the summer
Target: To get some great book recommendations

www.rocketlearn.co.uk
/Summer2022-english

There are so many amazing books out
there for you to read, so in today's video
we're going to share some of our favourite
children's fiction and non-fiction books
with you.

English - Week B, Day 1. Why write a book review?
Target: To choose a book to review

www.rocketlearn.co.uk
/Summer2022-english

"I write reviews to tell other people about the
fantastic books I’ve read. Some people write
negative reviews but I don’t like to do that. I
write positive reviews so that children, parents
and teachers can find out more about all of the
great books that are available."

-1- List three books you’ve enjoyed reading (or had read to
you) recently at home or at school. -2- Draw a star next to
the book you think you would like to write a review for this
week.

Title

Kate Heap,
children's literacy expert

Author

-3- Go to Toppsta (toppsta.com).
Browse Toppsta for examples of book reviews written by adults and children. You
can search for books in many different ways: age, genre, popular books, new books.
There are also book videos and author interviews you can watch..
-4- Read reviews for at least three different books. These might be books you’ve
already read or books that are new to you. Think about which reviews you liked the
best or found the most helpful. Why were they the most effective?

1.
2.
3.
You may want to ask an adult to register for Toppsta. Go to the 'Giveaways' page.
You could enter a giveaway competition. Remember, if you win a book, you must
write a review of that book for the Toppsta website.

English - Week B, Day 2. Book review basics.
Target: To write a short summary of a book,

www.rocketlearn.co.uk
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Today you are writing a short summary of
the book. This doesn’t need to be very
long but it must include the key elements
of the book. It’s a bit like the blurb you find
on the back of the book.

For fiction:
- Characters (Just the main character, one or two
friends & the villain)
- Setting
- The problem or challenge the characters face
- The theme or main message of the book. Is it a story
about friendship or is it about
protecting the environment?
- No spoilers! Do not give away the ending. It’s a good
idea to only talk about the plot up to about the
middle of the story. Then you won’t be tempted to
tell the reader too much.
You aren’t giving a blow by blow account of
everything that happens in the story. You want to give
them just a taste and then leave the reader wanting
to find out more.

For non-fiction:
- Tell the reader what the book is about –
fascinating facts about sharks or learning how to
code using Python…
- mention the different sections of the book.
How is it set out? What will you learn when
reading this book?
- Why did the author write this book? What was
his or her purpose? What information do
they want to share with their readers?

-1- Provide a few more details about the book that you are reviewing.

Title:

Author:

Illustrator:

Part of a series:

Fiction, Non-fiction or Poetry:

Age of reader:

Fiction genre / Non-fiction category:
-2- Write two to three sentences sharing the basics about your book. You can
download lined paper to print and see examples by clicking on the links next to today's
video.
-3- Write a summary of the book that you will be reviewing. You can download the
writing frame, summary examples and lined paper to print by clicking on the link.

English - Week B, Day 3 Personal connections.
Target: To write about our feelings when planning a book review

www.rocketlearn.co.uk
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Today we are going to think about how our book
connects to our feelings and experiences. This
includes what we like about our book, perhaps
what we don’t like, anything it reminds us of in
our own lives and similar books we’ve read and
enjoyed. By sharing how our book has made us
feel, we can convince others to read it too.

-1- Write 3 things that you really like about your book:

1.
2.
3.
-2- Write about one thing that you don't like, or think could be done differently:

-3- Is this book similar to any other books that you have read, and why?

1.
2.
-4- Now put these ideas into sentences. Download the additional activities and support
resources that will show you how using the link next to today's video.

English - Week B, Day 4. Recommendations.
Target: To recommend a book to someone who may enjoy it

www.rocketlearn.co.uk
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Today we’re going to think about who else might
enjoy your book. Try to imagine the ideal reader
for it. Maybe you already know them. Being able
to picture that person in your mind will help you
write this part of your review.

-1- Write down a little more infornation about who this book might appeal to and why

Age range:

Interests:

Part of a series:

Favourite genres / types of book:

How does this book help readers?
(e.g. vocabulary, font shape/size, page, page
colour, amount of text of the page, illustrations)

What do readers need to know about before the read?
(e.g. grown-up or upsetting themes or issues)

-2- Download and complete the sentence ideas resource (the clickable link is next to
today's video.).This will help you structure your full book review tomorrow and you will
also decide upon your ratings system.

English - Week B, Day 5. Putting it altogether.
Target: To write a book review

www.rocketlearn.co.uk
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Now that you’ve collected all of your
ideas, it’s time to share your book review
with others. There are so many different
ways you can present it. It’s completely up
to you. Today, we’re going to look at some
options and then it’s over to you to finish it
off.

Here are some ideas for how you might set it out:
1. Written in paragraphs – You already have a lot of sentences that are ready to be put
together. You need to decide on the order you want to include them and if you need to add
or change any details to suit your audience.
2. Top 10 Reasons to Read – Using all of the information you’ve already gathered, create a
list of your top ten reasons why someone should read this book. Each point only needs to be
one or two sentences long. Think about the order you choose to write them.
3. Create a Review Bookmark – Use bullet points or write a short paragraph to share your
most important ideas about why someone should read this book. Add a lot of colour and
pictures of the book cover, characters and setting.
4. Write a Tweet Review – You have 280 characters (about 3 sentences) to sum up why this
is such a great book. You can include a profile picture and name for your pretend Twitter
account too. You can also include an image or a GIF to go with it (either drawn on paper or
created on a computer).
5. Create a Review Poster – This is the chance for your creativity to shine. You can choose to
include all of your review in the centre of the page and add illustrations around it or you can
use key sentences around the poster to really sell the book. You could even recreate the
book cover with a quote from you at the bottom.
You can download the different resources using the clickable link next to today's video. You
can also type in your book review into our online book review form (there is another for this!)
This will automatically be sent to us.
There are also lots of ways to share your review with other children. The clickable link
resources will give you lots of ideas on how to do this!
The best reviews sent in to us will win an Amazon book voucher!

Sign up to RocketLearn
RocketLearn combines the very best of adaptive learning
technology and support from UK trained teachers to give
children an unrivalled boost to their learning.

Visit
www.rocketlearn.co.uk
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